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Vice-President for University Relations leaves 
by K1rsten Storm 
Features Editor 
Thomas J Denney, V1ce-Pres1dent for 
University Relations for the past 12 
years is leaving WPI In May to assume 
pos1t1on of Vice Chancellor for Develop-
ment and Alumni Programs at Washing-
ton Un1vers1ty In St. Louis. During his 
years here, he directed two ma1or fund· 
raising events and saw the campus 
changes which took place using the 
money raised . 
Denney graduated with a degree in 
history of government from Tufts Uni-
versity in 1957 and then held a number of 
positions there. Prior to coming to WPI , 
Denney was the Vice-President of 
Wheaton College 
In a Newapeak interview, Denney 
explained his role in the college admini-
stration and his fulfillment of this role. 
"My main job 1s fund-raising, and thus 
far I have directed two successful capital 
programs, the second concluding in 
June " Because of his enthusiasm and 
overall competence, Denney has made 
WPI a U S leader in the annual alumni 
fund, along with the University of Michi-
gan and Dartmouth College As a result, 
WPI has. since 1973, won the coveted 
U.S. Steel Award for sustained excel -
lence five times. Denney called this "a 
tribute to the generosity of the alumni 
and the dedication of the staff." 
The campus has benefited greatly 
from the funds he has helped to raise. 
Many buildlngs on campus have been 
either built or renovated Examples are 
the construction of the Ellsworth and 
Fuller Apartments, and The Freeman 
Plaza. Salisbury Laboratories, Boynton 
Hall, Riley Hall, Morgan Dining Room, 
Atwater Kent, the Project Center, and 
the most recent, Washburn , have all 
been renovated at one time. In addition, 
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the f1rs1 lloor 01 uanicl s anJ the Wedge 
were created using this money Denney 
explained that it was always "such 
excitement to see these jobs complete." 
The pro1ect which he 1s most proud or, 
however, 1s the greening of the campus 
He explained that the east campus was 
formerly used for parking, but now 11 has 
been beauti fied . But this is also the area 
of his biggest d isappointment : the fail-
ure to close West Street and stop 
parking in the Quadrangle. 'When we 
succeed in doing these," he said, "it will 
truly be a campus for pedestrians We 
have to make a value judgment - find 
other means of parking cars or forget 
esthetics.'' 
When asked why he was leaving, he 
responded that "the timing seemed 
right, just as the second capital program 
1s ending ••. the opportunity and the 
challenges were so Inviting for me, and 
WPI could benefit from a new person 
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with new Ideas ' He added that 1t would 
be most difficult to leave friends and 
New England 
He concluded the 1nterv1ew, explain-
ing that he has en1oyed his years here 
very much "Few people have been as 
privileged as I have been to see so many 
important changes develop, including 
the implementation of the Plan The 
faculty are dedicated and genuinely 
concerned with students WPI 1s one of 
the few schoo ls who knows its own 
strengths, its weaknesses. and its m is-
sion, as well as knowing that it cannot be 
all things to all people. It is a school r ich 
in human resources, blessed with a 
concerned Board of Trustees who are 
generous with advice, resources and 
hard work " As a parting comment to 
WPI , he said that "all students must 
remain aware of how fortunate they are 
to have such support from their admini-
stration They are indeed lucky." 
J.P. Info 
in Centerf o d 
Astronaut Duke 
speaks in Alden Hall 
by Howard B Bernard 
Newspeak Staff 
Brigad ier General Charles Moss 
Duke, J r .. of the US. Air Force, astro-
Brigadier General Duke. 
naut on the Apollo 16 rn1ss1on of the 
pnng of 1972 spoke Wednesday nfter-
oon at lour o clock In Alden Hall the 
1op1c being Gee Whiz What Its Like 
to Walk on tho Moon " In whnt was 
basically a recruitment lecture for the 
U S Air Force (all of the twenty or so in 
th General s unirormed party bore 
USAF R cru1tmen1 01v1s1on buttons on 
lh 1r 1ackets) Duke recounted his en-
viable experiences In t11e space program 
nd ngoged the m nds of his audience 
w th thought o' pace exploration and 
1tt 111 of the ,, w leclrngs h had on 
General Duke entered the Naval Aca-
demy after college, where he was 
trained to become a fighter pilot The Air 
Force sent him to MIT, where he earned 
a graduate engineering degree He then 
became an Air Force test pilot and 
- Geoff Strage. 
applied to be an astronaut Alter he was 
accepted into the astronaut training 
program he underwent six years of 
exhaustive training in every sc1ent1f1c 
and technical phnse of the Apollo 
flights from manning the craft to the 
geology o l rhe moon When the person-
nel for Apollo 13 were announced 
Dukes namp was on the list of backup 
astronauts which gurirantcacl him a 
place on the first crew for Apollo 16 
Then the intensive training for the ctual 
miss on b gan The stronaut p t 
many h ur in nn Apollo 1m I tor 
wearinq 1 0 lb pa r> suit and masks 
Duke said that the engineers running the 
simulators would constantly create e-
mergency conditions to test the reac-
tions of the crews to situations calling 
for split-second dec1s1on-mak1ng. The 
one maneuver the crew never got right 
was correcting the flight of the lunar 
module 1f II tipped shortly before landing 
on the moon luckily, they never had to 
test their ability in that technique on a 
real mission. 
Then, on Sunday morning April 16. 
1972, their efforts came to fruition John 
Young. Ken Mattingly, and Charles 
Duke lifted o ff for the moon. Asked what 
he was thinking at liftoff, Duke replied, " I 
don't know what the o thers were doing, 
but this astronaut was holding on!" The 
Saturn Five rocket that propelled them 
was 360 feet tall, 33'h feet in diameter. 
weighed 6~ million pounds, and carried 
them at 36,000 feet per second (almost 
25.000 miles an hour) Duke told of 
seeing the earth from space and de-
scribed their many interesting experi-
ences in the zero gravity of the flight For 
instance, the men ate their meals trom 
plastic bags: the liquids stayed in the 
bags unless they were shaken out, in 
which case 11 floated around the cabin as 
spherical globules which took the shape 
of anything the moment the object 
touched them. But Duke said that II was 
more fun to float over and suck the liquid 
directly into his mouth. The most-asked 
question, he said , was about going to the 
bathroom 1n a weightless environment 
He explained , "The truth of the mailer 1s 
very carefully in a bottle you're 
floating the bottle 1s floating. and 
everything else Is floating 
Duke personally felt the landing on 
the moon to have beon the most exciting 
part o f his trip He felt awe excitement 
wonder and, despite a host1lo and 
hazardous s1tuat1on. a sense of oolong-
lng Duke and fellow astronaut Young 
spent three f1ve-to-e1ght-hour stints on 
the moon collecting moon rocks set-
ting up experiments and exploring They 
had the benefit of rhe moon rover which 
had an elcctnc motor for each wheel 
four-wheel s teering and a 17-mph top 
speed for trips up to five miles ofleld 
from the lunar module Isolation from 
eArth was complete except for radio 
communicn11ons delayed six seconds 
by the distance between the two planets 
If something happened to the astronauts 
on the moon there was no way for them 
to be rescu d from earth yet the only 
lime Dt1k ,ays lhRt ti felt f ar was 
when he "stupidly tned to set the moon 
olympics h igh-jump record." In the 
weaker gravitational f ield o f the moon, 
one sixth as powerful as that of earth, 
Duke yielded to the temptation to try a 
leap The space suit's center of gravity 
was, because of the mass of the back 
packs. considerably further back than 
one is used to so when h e leaped he 
went up 1n the atr and his suit turned him 
o-.:er backwards. Knowing that when he 
hit the surface of the moon, the suit 
would spltt open and he would be killed 
he struggled against the restrictiveness 
of the suit and managed to get his right 
leg under him before he landed 
After their three days on the moon. 
Young and Duke blasted off 1n their 
lunar module to rejoin Ken Mattingly in 
orbit around the moon in the command 
module They rocketed back to earth 
and. after re-entry at 38,000 feet per 
second and 7'h times the earth's normal 
gravitational force, they splashec1 down 
safely in the Pac1f1c Ocean 
Speaking to an audience largely com-
posed of military personnel , Duke de-
scribed his picture of space in tho future 
He called the space shuttle "very pos1-
t1ve" and said that 11 exceeds all expecta-
tions. About 30% of its m1ss1ons. he said , 
writ be military. He said that the military 
sees space as a place. a place in which it 
can operate He coniectured that ii 
would take perhaps a generation of 
practice, but that man would hUtld space 
stations as his next venture into snace 
He spoke of the 'necessity· o r putting 
weapons m space as protection from the 
Soviet threat. saying that once a nation 
leis a ct11nk in tts armor show 11 1 
vulnerable When asked about tho dan 
ger of escalating th doolT'sd y wea-
pons race into spac Duker plied th, t 
the only way to insure safety from war 
was to increase our preparedness for II 
11 the space 'pince' is thme he saw, we 
should use 11 to press our advantage 
In all. the Generol stalk was interest-
ing to those who think forward mto 
space, the fascinating accounts ho was 
able to give of the moon and space travel 
had a firsthand clarlly and a modest 
good humor about them as informative 
and en1oyable a dossier on th Apollo 
project and the moon as can b found 
But his hawkish steril thinking (for 
instance he doesn t think that th re 1s life 
&nywhcre else in the m1vers ) about 
war and man s futur n p c wa 
d1sappo1nting to tho who w1 h to 
mankind ov r rn w r 
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An offender tells story 
To the editor. 
The purpose of this letter is to bring a 
current problem on campus to the atten· 
tlon of the WPI community. 
Through my Work Study job I had ac-
cess to keys to some of the buildings on 
campus. Before I left the job I kept one of 
the keys. Recently I used that key to en· 
ter that campus building. I didn't take or 
break anything. It was kind of neat to 
wander around In a campus bu ii ding af-
ter hours. I was discovered and appre-
hended in the building by Campus Po-
lice on their normal rounds. Although I 
did not steal anything, I had actually 
broken and entered. As a result of this 
event the Campus Hearing Board Im· 
posed a $300 fine for unauthorized pos-
session of the key and for unauthorized 
use or the key. made me uneliglble for 
work-study in the future, and directed 
me to write this letter In order to make 
the WPI community aware of the securi-
ty problem on campus. 
I now realize what I didn't then, that the 
unauthorized possession of keys under-
mines the security of all campus build· 
ings. What If I had lost the key and some-
one less honest had found it? I urge 
others who may have unauthorized pos· 
session of keys to turn them 1n or dis-
pose of them promptly Save yourself a 
lot of trouble you don't really need I 
think everyone knows the feeling of be-
ing somewhere where they don 't belong. 
The feeling is not worth nsking a career 
over. 
- Name withheld by request 
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Improving the WPI 
competency exam 
Ten or so classes of WPI engineering 
students have graduated under 'THE 
WPI PLAN", that still-astonishing pro-
duct of a college that restructured itself 
from within and made engineering edu· 
cation history 
Results include outstanding accept· 
ance of graduates by industrial employ-
ers and by deans of the nation's best 
graduate schools, favorable reports from 
a great majority of graduates in the field, 
and awed reviews of the WPI planning 
process Itself from blue ribbon commit-
tees of educators. 
It might be supposed that with this 
rather startling outcome of plannlng· 
from-within before it, WPI would have 
continued enthusiastically to analyze its 
activities In careful detail and plan furth-
er for continued improvement and 
change. But for most of the time since 
this school-shaking effort of 1968-70, llt-
tle systematic planning has been at-
tempted It 1s of course a11 old saw that 
innovators, In their turn, quickly become 
conservative Maybe It's for the best 
we've taken time to digest the giant 
changes. 
By the year 1983 marked pressure Is 
building for further PLAN Improvement 
and adaptation. Institute and department 
faculty argue problems and changes 
ever more shrilly. An "ABET" accrediting 
team of outsiders asks sticky questions 
about breadth and science background. 
Major administrative difficulties beset 
some of the larger departments. The 
United States appears to be on the verge 
of another "post-sputnick" look at Amer-
ican education as a whole, with the usual 
emphasis on technical and engineering 
graduates. 
The authors of this article - an alum-
nus and a professor - would like to ad-
vocate a type of solution for one PLAN 
problem - the Competency Exam - a 
solution whose benefits could extend in 
many directions. 
Our proposal in a nutshell: drastically 
restructure the competency exam to over· 
come Its present problems and to help 
with other PLAN problems 
THE PROBLEM 
The original competency concept -
that students should demonstrate their 
integrated readiness tor a professional 
engineering entry rather than simply 
pass a specified set of courses - is a 
breakthrough in engineering education 
and has been acclaimed by most ob-
servers. But today·~ Implementation of 
this concept is under fire and rightly so. 
While these troubles vary from depart-
ment to department they can be listed 
generally as 
1) the exam has become a needlessly 
traumatic experience - for both student 
and examiners. Students often have little 
tdea what to expect 
2) in addition to their special field, ex-
pert engineers need great breadth rn 
technical knowledge and skills. The com-
petency as now given is not designed to 
test this nor lo encourage students rn 
basic preparation. 
3) most students who do poorly rn the 
Comp are clearly hamstrung by their 
lack of these fundamentals They can t 
display the desired potential for large 
problem handling because they trip over 
their feet 1n these basics Yet many stu-
dents are not well enough directed to-
ward engineerng basic knowledge and 
skills 1n the years preceding lh1s exam 
4) there is an inordinate amount of fa-
culty time and energy devoted to tne 
comps rn an effort to make them truly a 
matter of "competency" and at the same 
time be more profrtably devoted 10 re-
search and teaching - to coaching and 
helping students and to professional 
development 
While recogmzing this need tor Im· 
provement we should not lose sight of 
the fact that the Comp 1s a far better 
measure of student .readiness tor eng1· 
neerrng than mere course lists 
A SOLUTION 
The forward step of a "competency'' 
exam of some sort shouldn't be given up 
That would be a step backwards. There 
are doubtless many ways to restructure 
this exam. 
For the 73% of undergraduates who 
are engineers one solution appeals to us 
by Its slmphclty, economy, and amazing 
contribution to: a) student guidance and 
motivation, b) national recognition and 
accredltrng, c) placement, d) more effi· 
cient use or faculty time, e) Comp fair-
ness and usefulness to studenfs develop-
ment 
We hasten to say that this Idea has 
been discussed 1n various forms for sev-
eral years and is not origrnal with us. 
Why not divide the exam into two 
parts: 
Part A) pass the national EIT exam (for 
most students in fall or spring of Junior 
year) - this part to be accomplished be· 
fore second part. 
Part b) create a "Comp Course", which 
would be a Large Problem effort (some-
what as we have now, toward end of Se-
nior year) byt handled by one professor 
and In a more tutorial student-a1d1ng-
and-developing form. 
Several suggestions have been made 
this spring along the line of the second 
part (b above). One excellent one that we 
tend to favor is: set up terminal one-term 
"comp courses" in each specially, 1n 
which student would solve a s1gnif1cant 
individual design or other professional 
problem. Students would be fully sup-
ported and assisted by professor to pro-
duce a professional result and report 
Assuming a class of 12. they would have 
the additional advantage of seeing 11 
other students' problems and develop-
ing solutions. This kind of exam or "pro-
fessional demonstration" would be a 
morale-developing, learning experience 
We would suppose in that kind of "exam" 
only those would fall who were unwilling 
or unable to put rn the professional effort 
required for an excellent and near per-
fect result. 
There has also been talk of associating 
the second part of the comp in some way 
with the student's MOP There appear to 
be some imaginative poss1b1ht1es here 
But we haven't seen any we like as well 
as the "Comp course" with 1ts specific 
problem solving-usually a design problem-
as opposed to the 2 or 3-term project 
with its laboratory or practical work. 
WHAT IS THE EIT EXAM? 
All 50 states (plus DC, Guam, Puerto 
Rico and the Virgin Islands) now have 
registration laws for engineers, with the 
goal of publtc safety through assuring 
minimum levels of competence 1udged 
by a uniform standard . 
By law some jobs may be performed 
only by registered engineers. In private 
practice, registration at levels or respon-
sibility up to and including ownership 1s 
mandatory. ASEE has recently voted to 
strongly encourage faculty reg1strat1on 
on a voluntary basis. Industry 1s more 
and more adopting an attitude of sup· 
port for voluntary feg1strat1on of its en-
gineers The rapidly changing picture 1n 
product 1tab1hty will soon make this In 
dustnal part1c1pat1on even stronger 
The whole question of reg1strat1on or 
licensing 1s still controverstal Is 1t 
needless pollt1cal infringement n Ire 
dom? Or 1s the public better v a 
result? Whether one likes reg strat o 
not ti's there In every state For w tev r 
purpose. 11 seems to be on tll 1ncr as 
It appears to make sense to u therefor 
to provide a mechanism to ntrod ce th 
WPI engineer to 1ne reg1strauon process 
since 11 may assume a substantive role rn 
his professional development 
The road to reg1strat1on for most eng1 
neers is by examination in two parts. the 
Engineer-In-Training exam (EIT) and 
the Professional exam Except for Ill · 
nots the El T 1s common across the whole 
(conllnued to page 11) 
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Sitting on Committees · 
by Nail Sullivan 
Newspeak Staff 
Do you want instant prestige? There 
are many ways to get 11. You could 
propose the perfect recommendations 
to upgrade the Plan If you accom-
plished this the school might not just 
compliment your extraordinary 1ns19ht, 
but you might even get a building named 
after you You could wm respect among 
your peers by rushing into a burning 
building and saving a family of four and 
tho1 r cat. The problem here, of course, is 
finding a burning building and a family 
of four with a cat. 
There is a far easier way to gain 
prestige. Simply 101n a committee There 
nre certainly enough of them around 
here There are academic committees. 
admin1strat1ve committees search com-
mittees awards committees. and stu-
dent committees The hst is endless To 
et o., a coll'm1ttee you usually have to 
appointed or elected So you nave to 
n w the right peop e Consider ng the 
u darce of omm1t'ees though that 
hOl d be o orob m Once on a 
m ttee ou q t to rub elbows with 
I those nfluent1al people vou have 
heard aoout but never rnet Perhaps 
some of these names might ring a bell· 
Cranch Bolz Kranich. and Denney. 
Comm1t1ees always come out with 
memos or recommendations Usually 
they spew out enough paper to supply 
every man, woman. and child in the 
United States wtth birdcage liner ror a 
year. Let us say just hypothetically of 
course, that you were on the Committee 
on Additional Parking. (All committees 
are known by their 1ni11als, so this 
committee would be called CAP). Then 
you could be part of the CAP memoran-
dum: "CAP recommends that we find 
add1t1onal parking. After considering 
many alternatives such as parking cars 
on H1gg111s House lawn or 1n Alden Hall, 
we feel that the best solution 1s to rip 
down Bovnton and Washburn Halls and 
to build a parking lot there But until 
such time as this is done, there is not 
room for even one more car on this 
campus So If 1ust one more person tries 
to park w1th1n three miles of this school 
severe repercussions will result. A 
swarm of locusts is suggested as one 
possibility· 
For the most part, though, committees 
are boring. The price you have to pay for 
your prestige is sitting through three 
hour me tings that rival "Candlepins for 
Cash" ir excitement As a committee 
member you can change that. Simply 
disagree w1lh everyone else on the 
committee. Being obnoxious usually 
comes very easily to most people. For 
example, at the next CAP meeting 
(remember you are a member of CAP) 
stand up and say. "I do not thin~ we 
shou Id rin rlown Bovnton and 
Washburn. I think they look rnther nice 
where they are " After a statement like 
that tote chaos would erupt and you 
would be nstantl well known After all 
no comm ttce hkes to have peop11 
disagree with It, especially people wh 
make totally aosurd requests s1m1lar t 
that one. 
Committees. of co rse, do not 1ust 
appear ou: of nowhere There are 
specific ways to perpetuate the species 
Committees propagate subcommittees. 
ad hoc committees. special committees 
and standing committees. They send 
representatives to executive com 
mittees. and they disband and join 
together again as totally different 
committees. Also, they often try to 
disguise themselves. Their favorite 
pseudonyms are council, board. 
assembly, cabinet, conference. group. 
forum and panel 
\Continued on page 7) 
The race for space? 
by David Wall 
Nawspeak Staff 
The arms race, spec1f1cally Last week, 
In lhe midst of several other things. 
President Reagan proposed that we 
move full speed ahead on a satellite 
defense system Once we had that 
emplaceo, we would be proof against 
nuclear holocaust. and then we would 
give 11 to the Russians, just 10 ease their 
minds. 
The arms race is not a new idea, by the 
wav. It's been going on since one 
caveman figured out how to use the 
jawbone of an antelope and made the 
other one 1ealous It has moved to the 
forefront of the American pollt1ca1 scene 
because aabout ten years aoo 11 dawned 
on the general public that American 
military might was not invincible and 
that any thermonuclear exchange would 
leave everything over but the shouting 
For us for the Russians and for every-
body else too 
Why do I bring this up gentle reader? 
Simple We arc the ones that will make 
'he mirac We hEJ cctncal eno1 
ers and me a cal ngineers and 
phys1c1sts and computer sc1ent1sts and 
managers will b~ making the world safe 
for democracy as the century turns We 
will be designing and implementing the 
Star Wars scenario 
Isn't that a pleasant thought? 
Well, for the mo1e apathellc among 
you. maybe you haven I really given 1t 
any thought. But It 1s the truth. When the 
government decides 11 needs something 
it doesn't have and 11 can't buy, the 
scientists are the ones they tap to make 
ii. And of course. as soon as they get it, 
they go right ahead and slash the 
development budgets and the aid to 
colleges. until the next lime they need 
something I don t claim to be a budget 
expert - that's just the way of things. 
The Soviets practice a similar thing, 
except they simply wait lor someone 
else to come up with what they neod and 
then get enough scientists together to 
improve 11 
It 1s a fact that given a cause. any 
cause. there will be extremes for either 
side spending the time berating thosP 
standing In the middle and the defense 
budget 1s no different There are the 
freeze extremists. whose cause is very 
noble but whose grip on reality 1s a tnd 
unsteady. Then there are the hawks who 
would like to space an ICBM about every 
twenty feet across the whole country 
and then stick our tongues out at the 
Russians They both look pretty silly 
from the watchtower of reason. 
Which brings us back here. to WPI 1 
know plenty of people here who simply 
do not want to be associated with 
anything to do with defense They don t 
want It on their consciences And then 
there are those who can t wait to ge1 
hired by McDonnell-Douglas or General 
Dynamics or by the Federal Government 
to sit down and design a better guided 
m1ss1le These can usually be raid by the 
light that shmes tn their eye wnen you 
say words like "fire-and-forget"' 
I'm not here to 1udge the way you 
might feel about this You'v13 got your 
life, and I've got mine, although I'd 
aooreciate 11 tf you'd not do something 
that might separate me from mine Just 
remember that there are dirty 1obs m tn1s 
world that have to be done 
What I think ought to be uppermost in 
our minds when the powers that be 
speak of defense systems and nuclear 
freezes 1s that as sc1en11sts and engi-
neers we ought to have some thought 
about what these remarks mean to us. as 
professionals and as people. We will be 
called on to produce what the govern-
ment thinks the people are demanding. 
although the government 1s not always 
(contlnut!d on page 6) 
(~ _____________ L_E_T_T_ER_S __________ ~___,) 
Competent but not 
content 
To the editor 
These thoughts ari:> dedicated to 
rnemhers of the WPI admin1strat1on and 
faculty who are so loncJ of lflud1ng the 
competency examinat on as a bastion of 
plan quality assurance harbinger ol 
student self-confidence 
BEFORE 
Aeg1strat1on is the f11st str>p n act not 
considered pleasurable axcopt by WPI 
masochists. who sign with zeal 1m· 
measuraole As 1rrat1onal fears of f;illure 
consume your thoughts you wonder 1f 
competency examiners can be bought 
You consider I hat the culmmnt1on of 3' 
years of school may result 1n your 
hum1hallon tJnd class1f1c.illon t1s a fool 
You rerr.embcr friends who are smarter 
than you and who took thi>1r Comps but 
received an N A You decide that pass-
ing must be dependent on dumb luck 
So you take bcls on Comp results At 
leas1 you will make a buck And while 
your psyche 1s being r1ppPd apart the 
bu11erfl1es in your stomach turn into 
darts Physical c11scomfor1 A"'1t1P vou 
wonder 1f you are belier nit n11ve? 
DURING 
Examinees gathe• before rid nd 
make Jokes about passing Inside we are 
hysterical outside only 1augh1no Re· 
ce1ve your exam and enter a time warp 
Hours seem like seconds life itself 
distorts Your progress is undaunted but 
your dreams are haunted You turn into 
a zombie but you set sights on the A 0 
Start 10 turn pate but don'I gel sick or 
you will fail The fincil defense is humb-
ling, you spend 1t mumbling and s:umb-
hng Is that all there 1s lo the oral? What 
1s the moral? If you think you've scored 
the point probably went to the Comp 
board If you feel like an nss chances are 
Iha' you passed 
AFTER 
Aola1ds before and caffeine during 
turns to alcohol now Celebrate by 
wast1119 wharever is loft of your body 
somehow When you nwi:ike from your 
coma you are happy to see that you were 
not a competency exam casualty OR 
WERE YOU? 
J.P. is coming ... 
... Don't miss the boat! 
Different view on 
motivation 
To the Editor 
In regard to a letter published in the 
March 8 issue of Newspeak regarding 
proposed changes in the undergraduate 
program I feel that some personal 
comments are in order The letter gave a 
description of the way a studP.nt might 
attempt to subvert the educat1onal 1ntent 
of the changes and merely max1m1ze his 
or her chances of graduating with least 
effort Tn1s takes a rather cynical view of 
student mo11valions which I don't share. 
but to make a lair comparison 11 would 
be necessary to draw an analogous 
scenano for the present Plan· 
1 For the Suff1c1ency. find out which 
advisor 1s eas1es1. and sign up with him 
or her. 
2. For the IOP, give no thought to 
preparation or to the 1op1c you are 
interested in but find out from fellow 
students which advisors expect tho loasl 
N01k and give the highest grades 
3 In your ma1or area find the fewest 
possible courses to prepare for the 
Competency Exam and fill out th 
remainder of the 12U with what ver 
seems ens1es1 
4 Choose your MOP on the same 
basis as the IQP 
I must emphasize that the vast 
ma1onty of students do not plan their 
education this way at present nor would 
they play a similar Qflmewtth a d1fferen1 
system ol requirements Personally, I 
mheve that 111s more productive to try to 
\1e1gh the educational and operational 
advanlages and disadvantages of all 
proposed changes than to describe 
extreme and unrealistic situations 
- John A Orr 
Associate Professor of 
Electrical Engineering 
A thanks to WPI 
To the editor. 
t 1ust received a letter and a piece of 
nev.spaper clipping from Mrs DrapP-r 
She told me Alpha Phi Omega raised 
money for IKTF byselllnq candy canf's I 
just don t know t1ow to express my 
thanks to them 
I have been 1n this country tor almost 
one year this had been an unusual year 
in my hfe Last year at this time I even 
d1on t know whetl'\Pr I would be alive in 
February 1983 1~ow I can IMd a 
rl'!lat1ve'y " rrn·1 •fi:> Tl' '1fea1 char-qc> 
1s because of tremenaous ertorts ot 
hundreds of American people who tried 
their best to save my hie Mo~t of these 
people are WPI students and some of 
them I have never met I collected all the 
newspaper clippings regarding the fund 
ra1s1ng and I'll keep them all my hfe 
they will always rern1l'ld me (of) the 
kindness of WPI students a'ld how they 
help me to begm a new I le 
Your generous concern s gratefu iy 
appreciated Thank you 
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CCS sponsors forum 
by Sue Kreda 
CCS Secretary 
The Committee of Concerned Stu-
dents marks the beginning of 0-term not 
only with the installation of new officers 
but also with two new projects. Elections 
for next year's officers were held Tues-
day, March 8 in the Soccom Office. In 
addition to the original office of chair-
person. the new positions of secretary 
and publicity chairperson were also on 
the ballot. Gerry Earab1no will continue 
in his role as CCS chairman, Susan 
Kreda 1s now secretary, and J im Krieger 
1s the publicity chairman 
The CCS ls currently working on two 
projects. both dealing with the crucial 
issue of the Plan changes. The newest 
project Is the first CCS Open Forum. It 
wlll be held today In Klnnlcut Hall from 
4:00 to 5:30 p.m. This forum will be an 
informal open discussion designed to 
give students an opportunity to talk with 
their fellow students about issues rele-
vant to the Plan Re-evaluation process. 
Gerry Earabino. Chairman of the CCS 
explains, "Students tend to shy away 
from open. spontaneous discussion at 
the formal open faculty meetings, sim-
ply because of the preparation which is 
needed to contribute something Many 
have an idea but not a speech Here is 
their chance to informally discuss their 
ideas. any ideas. with their fellow stu-
dents I hope they realize the opportuni-
ty and take advantage of it " The general 
theme of today's meeting will be what 
WPI should do to satisfy the require-
ments to ABET (Accreditation Board of 
Engineering and Technical Schools) . 
How do we distinguish between pre-
serving the Plan and maintaining 
ABET's approval? The students' opi-
nions on these issues do need to be 
heard, and constructive ideas expressed 
at today's meeting will be collated and 
presented to the faculty. There is agreat 
possibility of a vote taking place at the 
next faculty meeting to be held Thurs-
day, April 7, and the outcome of this 
forum could, in fact, influence decisions 
made at this time If today's open forum 
is successful, the CCS plans to schedule 
similar forums each week 
The second project the CCS is cur-
rently working on is their Plan Change 
Questionnaire which should appear 
sometime in mid 0-term. It Is a survey 
designed to generate concrete data 
reflecting students' opinions regarding 
the proposals made to modify the Plan. 
It will be circulated among 250 randomly 
selected undergraduate students. and 
its results will be presented to faculty 
members. 
Until this questionnaire Is published, 
however, today's open forum is the only 
way students can easily speak out about 
the current review under which our 
educational system is going. All stu-
dents are encouraged to come to Kmn i-
cut Hall this afternoon to say what's on 
their minds or just to hear what others 
have to say. Again, the general theme of 
the forum will be deciding what WPI 
should do to satisfy ABET's require-
ments. This is a very broad topic and 
may include such aspects as distri-
bution requirements (in general or in the 
area of science). units criteria. grading, 
the Comp .. etc. The time to act is now! 
Come make the first CCS Open Forum a 
success! 
( ______ c_A_M_p _ us __ c_A_p~su_L_E_s __ ~ __ J 
Modern Dance Course Now 
Offers Double Credit! 
The D-term modern dance course. 
taught by Joyce Kegeles Rosen, profes-
sional dancer and founder of Dance 
Daze. now offers a full P.E 1000 credit. 
Open to both men and women, the 
course welcomes beginners and fea-
tures a full introduction to a ''lscinating 
dance form. Students will learn the total 
awareness that a true dancer feels and 
pro1ects as they explore their own 
creat1v1ty in movement , as well as learn-
1 ng postural ahgnment and correct 
gentle working of the muscles Aerobic 
training is included within a whole new. 
dynamic world of modern dance tech-
nique, and graceful qualities of motion 
are stressed rather than arbitrary calis-
thenic movement. The class meets once 
per week on Thursdays from 7-9.00 
p.m. on the Alden Stage, or Harrington 
Balcony. The first class was March 31st, 
but newcomers are still welcomet Call 
Joyce for further information at 757-
2247. 
Eastern Orthodox Churches 
Host Campus Ministry Officer 
Fr. William Gaines the Director-
Chaplin of the National Orthodox Cam-
pus Ministry in Higher Education, will be 
speaking to area young people about 
St. Cyr Hair & Face Place 
235 Park Avenue, Worcester 
the relevancy of the Church in their lives. 
On Saturday. April 9, 1983 at 6:00p m. 
following a vespers service, he will be at 
St. Mary's Assumption Albanian Ortho-
dox Church (535 Salisbury St.). 
On Sunday, April 10, 1983 he will be 
speaking at a luncheon following the 
divine liturgy at St. Spyndon Greek 
Orthodox Church (102 Russell St.) . 
Later that evening at 6:30 p m. he will be 
at St. George Orthodox Cathedral (30 
Anna St) 
All students are Invited and encour-
aged to attend. 
Biointerest Seminar 
There will be a b101nterest seminar on 
Tuesday. April 5. at 4.00 in Salisbury, 
Room 104 The guest speaker, Or. Carl 
Berg. will speak on "Aquaculture De-
velopments In the Caribbean" and Is 
from the Maine Biological Labs 1n 
Woods Hole, MA. The lecture is open to 
all students 
Infrared Photography Exhibit 
Coming to Library 
Exhibit: Invisible Light An Exhibition 
of Infrared Photography Circulated by 
the Smithsonian Institution Traveling 
Exh1bit1on Service (SITES). 
Dates· April 16 - May 15, 1983 
Hours M-F. 8 a.m. - midnight; Sat .. 8 
a.m - 5 o.m.; Sun .. noon - midnight. (continued to page 6) 
An expert at St. Cyr will 
create an easy-care 
hair style just for you 
at a very special price. 
Haircut $8~ 
Haircut & Blowdry $10.50' 
"with student 1.0 
"Dispensmg Great Times & Good Looks" 
Call 752-2222 for appointment. 
No coupons no request for particular stylist 
Bishop visits WPI 
by Beverly F1tzback 
On March 6. the last Sunday of 0-
term, the Catholic Community wel-
comed Bishop Timothy J. Harrington 
The Bishop was here for a special 
celebration of the Mass to bestow the 
sacrament of confirmation and Install 
ministers of the euchanst and the li-
turgy. The Mass was celebrated by 
Bishop Harrington, Father Lewandow-
Bishop Harrington. 
ski, and Father Scanlon at 11 a.m 1n 
Alden Hall At that time. Alden Hall was 
alive like a Cathedral, for at this special 
Mass there was not only the usual folk 
group, but trumpeters and an organist 
as well and a special communion hymn 
by the Baker's Dozen. 
Father Lewandowski presented the 
candidates for confirmation and the 
ministries of the eucharist and liturgy to 
Bishop Harrington. Then. Bishop Har-
rington gave the homily on how the 
candidates were special from everyone 
else there. and the Importance of their 
being selected for these ministries Next 
the conflrmants went to the top of the 
stage and were annointed with oil to 
confirm the Baptismal vows as well as 
their faith and religion. The confirmants 
were Fern Amuan, Kathleen Bennett, 
Gregory Green. Lisa Moreau, and Mona 
Ortwein The candidates for the minis-
ters proceeded afterwards to receive 
their medals as a reminder of their 
ministries. There were 27 Eucharistic 
inisters and 9 Utur ical ministers 
- Geoff Strage. 
Installed. The ministries are a more 
recent addition to the church because a 
need was seen for more participation on 
the part or the people within the Mass. 
The Eucharistic ministers assist the 
priest with the distribution of com-
munion and serve as witnesses and 
examples to their classmates and the 
Catholic Community. The Liturgical 
ministers proclaim the word of God 
during Masses and live out the Nord 
while serving as examples to others. The 
comm1ss1oning ceremony of the minis-
tries 1s an act of public recogn1t1on and 
prayerful intercession 
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Like to Write? 
Newspeak will be 
holding an open meeting 
for all interested writers 
in Higgins Lab Room 109, 
Thursday, April 7th at 
4:00 p.m. 
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Stage Band, Jazz Ensemble 
on the air 
"Berlin Airlift" takes flight 
by Denise Bolduc 
With D-Term here, most of us are 
looking forward to the pleasant weather. 
Summer vacation is just around the 
corner However, for the present time, 
there is plenty of work to be found. A 
busy schedule 1s familiar to everyone 
including the WPI Stage Band and the 
WPI Jazz Ensemble, especially this 
spring 
Coming soon will be radio appear-
ances at WICN and WCUW Radio Chet 
Williamson at WCUW 91 3 FM will host a 
show featuring taped selections and 
speak with members of the bands. This 
will be broadcasted on April 11 at 8:30. 
Chet has been a friend to the bands. In 
the past , he has broadcast selections at 
WCUW on a regular basis The attention 
Williamson has gi\ en the bands should 
not be overlooked A similar show will 
also be aired on WICN 90 5 FM. Carl 
Cooper will host the program on April 13 
at 8:30. Carl has also been very suppor-
tive of the bands' efforts in the past. His 
help has been greatly appreciated. 
The stage band and jazz ensemble 
also look forward to a recording session. 
The recording will take place at MCM 
Recording Studio in Worcester The 
pieces which are taped are used for 
radio appearances. The stage band has 
perlormed live over the air In past years 
The two 1azz ensembles have a con-
cert scheduled on April 20 at e·oo. The 
performance will be in the pub So mark 
it on your calendar and be sure to stop 
by for an enjoyable time. The Stage 
Band will wrap up the year with the 
annual Big Apple Music Festival It will 
be the second time the stage band 
attends this music competition. The 
band will leave for New York for two 
days to play their very best and listen to 
jazz performed by competitors as well as 
professionals appearing In New York 
clubs The festival is a valuable and 
enjoyable experience for the stage 
band 
The stage band will be returning to 
campus just in time to partake in a music 
workshop. The workshop offers the 
opportunity to learn more about music 
and the instuments which contribute to 
It. This particular workshop will be a 
great opportunity for jazz musicians and 
those interested In contemporary music. 
The workshop will be held on May 3rd at 
6:00 in Alden Hall It is open to musicians 
who play in a WPI band. For more 
information. contact Rich Falco 
Jazz Is not new to the WPI community 
Many of you may be aware of the WCUW 
Jazz Series Acclaimed jazz artists ap-
pear regularly to perform in Alden Hall 
This year. 1azz grants such as Max Roach 
and Cecil Bridgewater as well as many 
others played on campus Watch for 
dates posted on the bulletin boards and 
be sure to go 
In only a few years. jazz has grown 
significantly on campus and has cap-
tured the attention of many people. This 
can be seen through the jazz ensemble: 
it has expanded into two separate 
groups. Both ensembles play similar 
music, but needed to separate In order 
to accommodate all interested musi-
cians. The stage band was invited to 
perform off-campus this year by Clark 
University and Middleboro High School. 
Next time the jazz ensemble or stage 
band performs, stop by and join them 
Maybe you'll have the time to attend a 
concert sponsored by WCUW. There 
will be a couple more before the end of 
the school year. Also, remember to tune 
in to WCUW and WICN on April 11 and 
13 to support the bands Your support 1s 
greatly appreciated 
( _________ o_N_T_h_E~S-T_RE_E_T ________ J 
• The Worcester Art Museum pre-
sents the following 
The Morgan Memorial Organ Serles 
final recital on Sunday, April 1Oat3 p.m. 
featuring organist Donna Merril and 
Flutlst Jiii Maurer. 
A public Family Day of art-making. 
film and music Sunday afternoon, April 
17 from 1 to 4:30 p.m. 
For further information phone 799-
4406. 
• The American Antiquarian Society 
and The Worcester Public Library pre-
sents David P . McKay from Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute discussing Music 
in Revolutionary New England. The 
discussion will take place at the Worces-
ter Public Library. 
• The Higgins Armory Museum pre-
sents the exhibit "Spirit of the Samurl, 
1630-1930. The exhibit will be opening 
12 noon on April 10. 
• The world premier of "Close En-
counters with John Williams," Laser-
ium's new laser light show, is April 15 in 
the Planetarium at Boston's Museum of 
Science. For more information phone 
367-6580 
by John S. Dranchak 
Newspeak Stall 
Another term. ancther typical term 
kick-off mixer, right? Wrong! SOCCOM 
has once again outdone themselves by 
Rick Bertin a/ng1. 
getttr19 a11ulttt11 1101 ou:.1v11 udnd (Berlin 
Airlift, this time) to rock the quiet little 
WPI campus. Just how many hot bands 
are there in Boston? It seems like they 
just keep popping out of the woodwork. 
Anyway, last Monday's mixer started 
EARN OVER $1000 
A MONTH 
And Open The Door To A 
Bright Engineering Future. 
How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $1000 a month 
during your junior and senior years 1ust so you'd join the company after 
graduation? Under a special Navy prog1am we're doing just that. It's called 
the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under 1t, 
you' ll not only get great pay dunng your 1un1or and senior years, but after 
gradualton you'll receive a year of valuable graduate· level training that 1s not 
available from any other employer. 
If you are a 1unior with a GPA over 3 .3, or a senior with a GPA over 3.0, majoring m 
Math, Chemistry, Physics, or Engineering and are a U.S c1t1zen, find out 
more today. And let your career pay off while sttl l tn college. 
For more information. call: 
NAVY ENGINEERING PROGRAMS 
(617) 223-5476 
at about 9:00 p.m., with Peter Dayton 
(and his band) as the opening activity. 
Why they were there, I don't know. 
Except for a few tunes with trivial lyrics 
(i.e "I Love Your Hair"), they were 
BORING. It seemed like their songs 
never had more than three chords each. 
- Jim Morton. 
If the right three chords had been used. 
there would have been hope, but, the 
simple music as well as rhythms led 
nowhere. At times it seemed like "a wall 
of noise." 
On the other hand was Berlin Airlift, 
who played with a driven frenzy, yet had 
a melodic flow. Berlin Airlift (not to be be 
confused with L.A ·s Bertin - 1 e Sex), 
started at about 10 30 and played until 
almost midnight. Lead singer Rick Ber-
lin must be seen to be believed. His use 
of makeup and feminine motions, com-
bined with his otherwise 'macho" stage 
created a character unique in this age of 
"clone" bands This characterization , 
along with their song content (sex and 
drugs and rock 'n roll) helped create a 
show that's impact is not easily for-
gotten. 
Berlin Airlift has been rn existence for 
about two years. although the line-up we 
saw Monday night has only been to-
gether tor about two weeks because of 
the addition or Glenn Moran, their new 
drummer In the history of their exis-
tence, they have sold over 22,000 copies 
o t their debut album, Bertin Alrllft 
Unfortunately, their record company 
Handshake Records went bankrupt 
although they plan to have a ma1or 
record deal soon 
Rick Berhn was especially happy with 
Lens and Lights for "a great sound 
(much improved from The Stampers 
concert) as well as SOCCOM tor their 
profcss1onallsm The future looks bright 
for this Boston quintet whose careers 
should be taking off 1f you II excuse the 
pun 
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Campus police 
sgt. retires 
by Greg Doerschler 
Newspeak Staff 
After serving on the WPI Police de-
partment for fourteen years, Police 
Sergeant Albert England retired last 
Friday England's primary responsibi-
l ities here as day shift sergeant Included 
handling parking registration and taking 
care of the endless flow of people who 
enter the Campus Police office daily for 
inquiries. directions, and anything else 
imaginable 
Sgt. Engl•nd. - D. Jacavanco. 
Prior to his arrival at WPI 1n April 1969, 
England was with the Massachusetts 
State Police for 20 years until his 
retirement, where he was a corporal. He 
served In the Navy on a heavy cruiser for 
three years during World War II In the 
South Pacific as well as at Normandy 
and southern France. 
In an interview with Newspeak, Eng-
land remarked that he liked working with 
the people in the department and felt 
that everyone worked well together. He 
noted that actual police work has in-
creased greatly since his arrival, while 
security checks of buildings and other 
routine details have also remained. 
At a reception held for Sgt. England 
Friday afternoon, he was presented with 
gifts from the school and the other 
police officers, as well as the police 
union. The event was attended by 
members of the WPI Police department, 
administration. and other staff members 
and friends. Campus Police Chief Alfred 
T. Whitney remarked that with England's 
retirement, the department would be 
"losing a friendly voice" which has been 
there to greet anyone entering the 
Campus Police office for the past four-
teen years. Whitney added that the 
department would have to get used to 
not having England around to organize 
the daily affairs 
... space race 
(continued from page 3) 
as in touch as we would like to think 11 is 
If there 1s something you feel has to be 
said about one thing or another. 11 is 
your obligation to say 11 It 1s your 
obligation to make rational dec1s1ons 
about the course this country 1s taking , 
or else you ought to get the hell out 
What protesters on one issue or another 
so often forget 1s that their right to 
protest is protected only by the estab-
1 ishment these people so ceaselessly 
cnt1c1ze If they were to succeed In 
bringing it down those who did not 
make 111nto power would forever after be 
silent Democracy 1s not only an inef-
ficient form of government, it 1s hope-
lessly masochistic, forever subjecting 
itself to abuse and seeming to love every 
minute of it 
So be forewarned. future electronics 
wizards and managerial wh1zes and 
mechanical geniuses all Forewarned 
as the man said is forearmed. Your 
Idyllic days in wonderful Worm town will 
eventually draw to a close, and then you 
will have decisions to make. One cannot 
play at being Zonker Harns forever -
not even Zonker managed 1t Mako sure 
you understand what 1s being asked of 
you Men who make miracles often wish 
after that they hadn't 
Periscope 
by Jeanne Benjamin 
and Christine Olson 
Newspeak Staff 
NEWSPEAK 
Rise above the tide of homework and 
Journey with us weekly through a listing 
of Interesting WPI activities. Each week 
we will focus In on a few campus 
ac tivities of varying popularity. The 
Tuesday, April 5, 1983 
Pictured at a recent Telethon Kick-Off are Louis Bragaw and Mark Fitzgerald with 
Eileen McTlgue, the 1983 Central Massachusetts Regional Easter Seal Child. The 
TKE brothers coordinate the winter recreation program at Friendly House in Wor-
cester for disabled youngsters. 
(~ _____ c_A_M __ p_u_s __ c_A_p_s_u_LE_s ______ )
purpose of this is to increase the 
awareness of the student body to the 
diverse clubs on campus. 
Each synopsis wtll scan the following 
aspects· introduction to the club, back-
ground information and the benefits of 
membership Several of the clubs we will 
feature are: Sailing, Karate, Fencing, 
Rifle and Pistol, Scuba, Bands, Com-
muter Association, and IEEE to name a 
few. 
Any club that has not yet been 
contacted and would like the oppor-
tunity to be spotlighted should contact 
Jeanne Ben1amin. Box #1204, or Chris-
tine Olson. Box #1567 
0 
(continued from page 4) 
Phone: 793-5410 for information 
Infrared photography m which i-
mages are produced on specially sensi-
tized film by heat instead of light, has 
been used for a variety of purposes in 
the 20th century, including medicine, 
space exploration, and aerial survey 
work. This exhibition focuses on the 
varied artistic uses of the Infrared me-
dium, and Is free and open to the public . 
p E N 
Spectrum - Special Event 
New Approaches to special effect rn 
animation. The director and scenic 
designer of a soon-to-be-released, ani-
mated film "Rock & Rule" will discuss 
their new computer controlled mult1-
plane camera system, an 1nnovat1ve of a 
system first used in the Disney Studios. 
"Rock & Rule" combines quality ani-
mation with original song and story. Five 
major musical artists - Cheap Trick. 
Debbie Harry, Lou Reed, Iggy Pop, and 
Earth, Wind and Fire - wrote and 
performed the sound track Film chps 
will be shown Wednesday, April 6, at 8 
p.m. 
s 
SUMMER 1983 
Bentley College Graduate Center 
With the completton of its new graduate center. 
Bentley College will expand its full-time programs 
leading to the 
Master of Business Administration and 
Master of Science in Accountancy. 
Full-twtion assistantships and fmanc1al aid for full-
t1me graduate students are available. 
For more mformation, call (61 7) 891-2108 or · 
return the coupon below to Bentley College 
Graduate School, Waltham. Massachusetts 02254 
l'lt••"t' 'l'llU 1111· 111for111111w11 on· 
\la,ler of Bmilll'"' Acl1111nhlr.tlm11 
~l aster of Sucnrc 111 ArC'ountanc~ 
I um mtt·rt·\ll'<I in· 
0 Full lime 'llld~ 
Cl Part· titne ,111d~ 
C ih 
\l u!>tcr of Sucmt• 111 C11111p11trr lnformatton 
s, 'tt-m' 
\ 1a,tcr of S<:i(•nu• in Finance 
\la\h·r 11£ ~c1r1Kl' 111 Ta\ation 
Sta tr 
Bentley College, Graduate School,\'\ altham, MA 02254 
Tuesday, Aprll 5, 1983 
Writer awarded 
Steve Ollvlerl. 
Jeanne Benjamin has been selected 
as Newspeak's ·Writer of the Term'' for 
C-term, 1983 Jeanne's outstanding par-
ticipation in this school's student 
newspaper has led to the need to 
recognize her for her efforts The entire 
Newspeak editorial board congratulates 
Jeanne on her achievements 
Pool Hours 
<> 
MONDAY 10arn -Spm,6pm -9p.m 
TUESDAY 9a m -Sp m ,6p m -9p m. 
WEDNESDAY 10am -4pm,6pm -
9 p.m 
THURSDA y 9 a m - 4 p m • 6 p m - 9 
pm 
FRIDAY 10am -2pm 6pm -9pm. 
SATURDAY· 9a m - 1 pm (faculty/staff 
fam1hcs) 
SUNDAY 12 noon - 6 pm 
... on 
co mittees 
(continued from page 3) 
The best part abou t being on 
committees 1s making public 
&tatements If you arc lucky enough to 
be on a really controversial committee 
Newspeak reporters will be clamoring 
all over you to get your statement. You 
could day something llke, "We on CAP 
are doing the best 1ob possible. but the 
Committee to Oversee Gardening -
COG - is interfering with our work We 
do not even like them They are all 
s1ss1es, and every time I talk to one of 
them I have to get a cootie shot " 
Then COG will rebuke that statement 
We 1ust do not want anything to happen 
to the flowers 1n lront of Boynton Hall 
And stay away from H1gg1ns House 
lawn! Besides that we think that 
everyone on CAP Is Icky Pretty soon 
there will be a full blown committee war 
and we can all sit back and watch 
reasonably mature adults act llke e1qht-
year-olds fighting over who gets to use 
the real toy gun and who has to use the 
t>lock of wood 
To be real ly accepted In the world of 
comm1ttoe people you have to learn to 
talk like one o f them Their words 
usually run something like The 
Committee Against Apathy (CAAl Is 
progressing nearly as planned although 
the resources necessary to fac1l1tate the 
onclus1on of this exhaustive 
nvest1gat on have not been as 
proc rablc as previously ant1c1pated 
What this actually means 1s CAA does 
not do any hing because we all have 
better things to do hke watch The 
Muppet Show or fill out applications for 
the PubllshPrs Clearing House 
Sweepstakes 
To see how committees really work 
imply att nd one of their meet ngs II 
nothing els you wil catch up on some 
s e p Who know •ak ng the t1m to 
wak you mav he th most product ve 
t q t omm ti s e don 
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Mayfest 
Information 
The advent ol D Term brings thoughts 
of spring graduation, and yes, the one 
day when the student body gathers on 
th3 Quad called Mayfest Mayfest will 
again be an unannounced event with the 
same basic guidelines as last year 
The campus will be cordoned off early 
in the morning. Beginning al 9'.00 A M 
Student Security crews will be posted at 
the campus entrances. WPI students will 
be allowed one guest with identification. 
Consortium School ID's will be ac-
cepted, but may not bring guests. All 
Student Security volunteers will be 
given Mayfest I-shirts for 1dentiflcation 
and as compensation for their contri-
bution.Sign-up sheets are 1n the Dean of 
Students OH ice. If there are not enough 
volunteers by Frtday, April 22nd, May-
fest will be cancelled 
Entertainment will be campus based. 
Musical entertainment will end by 2:30 
p.m. Any student or faculty groups 
interested 1n enterla1n1ng should con-
tact Glenn Deluca 1n rhe Dean of 
Students Office no later than Friday. 
April 22nd. Daka will provide a luncheon 
cookout for those on the meal plan and 
anyone who wishes to purchase lunch 
Please direct any questions to Glenn 
Deluca, Dean of Students Office. 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Alpha Tau Omega's annual "Eaun' for 
Epilepsy" fundra1ser will be held this 
Saturday. April 9 at 9 30 in the pub 
Trophies will be awarded for the most 
pancakes eaten, most money pledged 
per pancake. and the most money 
raised. Also, everyone present will have 
the opportunity to win prizes donated to 
the Western Massachusetls Epilepsy 
Foundation Last year. Alpha Tau Ome-
ga raised over $2,000.00' If you would 
like to participate, or for more informa-
tion call ATO at 756-5656. Come down 
and check it out! 
Alpha Phi Omega 
New OHicers: 
President · Katrina (Gabour) Fontes 
Vice-President: George Hayeck 
Secretary Kirsten Storm 
Treasurer· Mary Ellen Hickey 
Pledge Master: Mary Ingemi 
Theta Chi 
We are happy to announce Theta 
Chi's first band party of D-term, which is 
on April 9. The band 1s a new and 
upcoming band out of Boston, named 
'The Dish'. featurlng 4 girls and 1 guy 
(not a bad ratio for this school) . Dance-
able rock'n'roll with songs from the 
Motels. Quarter Flash. Pretenders, Po-
lice, Romantics and Foreigner are a-
mong their tine up We hope to see you 
there 
We would also hke to congratulate our 
new officers for 83-84 They are Mark 
White, president. John Matthews. vice 
president: Gerry Fredrickson. secretary 
John Marczewski treasurer; Paul Cho-
dak, pledge marshal!, and Dave Jalbert, 
rush chairman We wish them luck 1n the 
months to come 
ACQUIRE A UNIQUE 
PERSPECTIVE AT LITTON 
DATA SYSTEMS 
If )'ou'd like to begin )'Uur engim .. 'Cring carei:r ~1th a company that looks at 
c\\:f)1hinl{ from all angles and explore.' ~H:n the most remote txmihilihes. come 
In Litton l>ilta s,,tcms. 
E\\:r smcl' rnmputer lci:hnoloJly was n::co~iit:d as a \1lal Pilrt of military 
urcrat1on~. l.11tnn Data Systems has bc1:n scarchinit fur ncv. ~<.i}'S to meet the 
challcn1tm1t needs of our nation's Jden~ S);,tcm~ We arc Ul'Ulc....itc·J to 
lOntmuou. rc~arch and de,dopment in the ;m:a.<. of command, control and 
cummumcatmns IC ) system~ to pm,ide pmdudi; of greater n::hahility, 
m.untamJhiht) and cost dfk1cncy. 
~'one nf the lar~c~t d1vi~1ons of l.1ttQn lndu~tric·.' mtl'm.ilional fom1h, we c;in 
l{et your cn~1nccrin~ career off lo a iucat start "ith 11pp11rtunit1l s m a v,1m h of 
cn~ni:cnng UNlplmcs. \nd the Jhersity of riur 11rui:1rami. nffa tontmuous 
pos.,ih11it1cs for ch,11lcn~c and ild\'ilnccmcnt .,.,.,thm the comp;my. 
(hit ~1l:mc~ arc excclhml and our hcncfit~ pi11;kal{c indudcs health, tknl<1I and 
hf\ msuranlc, n:crc.111nn,1I fac1lil1t.:s and cd11c<tt111n,1I r.:1mhur. cml'nl '11u'll ul••1 
iind our Southern California location ~cry .1p1w.1lmg 
If \~JU wnultl hkc tu h~ a part 01 a i:nmp.in} th,11':. never :iiClt1slicd .,.,.,,h lhmits M 
1h1) 111c, J"'" I 111011 l>.ilil ~\'!item~ and acquire our u111quc JJCl"SJ'C 11\c 
Campus Interview April 15th 
i.· 11'\\ard }our resume t 
Jtm ~ohertson 
taffing & Placi:mcr t 
l>1.:r>L \\Pl 
8000 \\ ' odJ..:, \ v nuc 
\an ::..:u, C \ 91401.J 
Equal Opportuntt Emplo)cr 
rn DATA SYSTEMS 
Litton 
Spring Weekend Concert 
Friday, April 29, 1983 
Featuring: Robin Lane and 
the Shake 
' and The November Group 
Tickets: $2.00 WPI 
$3.00 all other 
college ID's 
Time: 9:00 P . M . Alden Hall 
No kegs, bottles or coolers. 
Quad Activities 
Saturday, April 30, 1983 
Parade - 10:30 A.M. 
Chariot Race - 11 :00 A. M. 
Watch For Details 
() 
. 
April 2. 
Junior Prom 
April 
Students $8.00/ couple includes manda1 
Coach buses will leave from Wedge: 
(24 couples per bus) 
This will allow students to spend 
Tickets on sale 
Daniels Hall Ticket I 
The earlier you purchase your ticket th 
company c 
Boat will sail from 8 
Buses will retu 
' 
Liquor can be broug 
cannot be left on the bi 
onto tl 
No coolers or kegs ' 
Rules and regulations concerning design 
and the race will be mailed to every house 
and can be picked up in the Dean of Stu-
dents Office. 
Tickets will be st« 
Persons with unstam 
allowed o 
~EKEND 198 
tth·& 30th '-e-<1 
Nightclub Cruise 
l 30, 1983 
tory transportation 
2 buses at 2 p.m. 
2 buses at 3 p.m. 
2 buses at 4 p.m. 
1 bus at 5 p.m. 
6 buses at 6 p.m. 
(buses go straight to boat) 
the day and have dinner in Boston. 
: April 11-15 - Students Only 
April 18-22 - Students, Faculty, Staff, etc. 
Booth 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Junior Prom King and Queen 
Any group (club, fraternity, dor 
or department) can nominate 
king, queen or both for a fee 
of $7.00 per nomination. The 
deadline for nominations is 3 
p.m., Wednesday, April 13th. 
Nominees must be 
available for pictures 
Wednesday or Thursday, 
April 13th and 14th. 
Le better your choice of leaving time and 
on the bus 
The three finalists 
in each category 
must attend the ::3'0 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m. 
irn after cruise 
rht onto the buses, but 
us nor can it be brought 
he boat. 
are allowed on buses. 
:amped on the bus. 
1ped tickets will not be 
n the boat. 
. 
cruise. 
i-------------------------------
1 I Nomination Form 
I 
I 
I Nominee------------
1 D King D Queen 
I Phone Box ------
1 Sponsor ------------l Send this form and $7 .00 to: 
I Eric Shwartz 
I Box 2154 
L-------------------------------
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( policE NEWS ) 
by Greg Doerschter 
Newspeak Staff 
March 4 - March 31 
Student Assaulted on Highland Street 
A WPI student reported that he was 
jumped while on Highland Street in front 
of the Day-Night store by three black 
mates and two white males The incident 
occurred at approximately 9:00 P.M. on 
Thursday night March 31 . A bottle was 
reportedly thrown at the victim, who was 
also struck with a fist by one of the 
subjects One subject was described as 
a heavyset black male. 5' 11 ". short afro 
with a white spot 1n 11. A second subject 
was a white male, 5' 7". with blond curly 
hair The third sub1ect was a white male 
with straight black hair. Descriptions of 
the other two black males were not 
available The student was injured 1n the 
incident but did not require medical 
attention. Nothing was stolen from the 
student. 
B&E/Thefts 
A WPI student discovered that a 
calculator, television set, and other 
miscellaneous items were stolen from 
his room in Morgan Hall sometime 
during term break. There was no forced 
entry in the incident. 
The Worcester Police Department 
(WPO) reported that the residence of a 
WPI student on Home Street had been 
broken into. The report was received at 
1 00 AM. on Wednesday, March 16 
A vehicle parked on Hudson Street 
which belonged to a WPI student was 
reported stolen durmg the day on 
Wednesday. March 30 
Alumni Gym Incidents 
A wallet belonging to a WPI student 
was reported stolen from Alumni Gym at 
3.35 P.M. on Saturday, March 5. 
On Sunday, March 13 at 10·30 A.M. a 
WPI Police officer ch~cking Alumni 
Gym reported that numerous lockers in 
the main locker room had been broken 
into Locks were prted off the lockers. 
A WPI Police officer discovered a 
break into Alumni Gym on Sunday. 
March 20 at 1.18 PM. Entry to the 
building was gained through a window 
which was forced open 
Two Black males reportedly 
attempted to steal a wallet from a locker 
1n the Alumni Gym locker room on 
Thursday, March 24 at 6:10 P.M. The 
sub1ects fled in a black Cadillac after 
being spotted by the owner of the wallet. 
fJ1N1£l5 Sib 
SPRECHEN SIE MIT! 
German Conversation in Term E. 
Prepare yourself for work, study, or travel abroad. 
Join us for the fun of speaking a foreign language! 
This course meets four times per week to discuss contem-
porary German life using articles, radio programs, television 
news, and films. We also hold interviews with German people 
in the Worcester area, take field trips to the Busch Reisinger 
Museum in Cambridge, and attend events at the German 
Cultural Center in Boston. 
There are weekly oral assignments required and a final oral 
examination in a group context. Practice sessions are sche-
duled individually with the use of video and computer pro-
grams and with conversational partners. 
Prerequisite: Elementary German or equivalent with permis-
sion of the instructor, Prof. L. Anderson, Humanities. 
Registration: Summer Session Office, Project center. 4 IS/ P 
form (wi th course credit toward the sufficiency in German) . 
Enrollment limited to 12 participants. 
$106.80 weekly working right In your own home. 
Your earnings fully guaranteed In writing. For 
complete details send a self addressed stamped 
envelope to ELG, P.O. Box 184, 
Worcester, MA 
A WPI Student reported that several 
items were stolen froni his locker in 
Alumni gym during term break. Some of 
the items had been recovered tn the gym 
by WPI Police. 
Suspicious Activity 
A WPI Police ofltcer reported check-
ing out a male and a female subject 
found tn a vehicle parked in the presi-
dent's driveway on Saturday, March 26 
at 8; 1 B P.M The female was found to be 
a lady of the evening who was hired for 
$20 by said male subject for her services. 
The sub1ects were advised concerning 
their activities and were warned of 
trespass. 
WPI Police reported stopping two 
suspicious male subjects in the area of 
Morgan Hall on Thursday, March 17 at 
11 :20 P.M. Both subjects were found to 
be minors 1n possession of alcohol. A 
records check of the subjects was 
obtained through WPO. The alcohol was 
confiscated and the subjects warned of 
trespass. 
A WPI student reported two suspi-
cious subjects m a vehicle in the 
Stoddard lot at 9·10 P.M.on Wednesday. 
March 23 The subjects were also found 
to be minors In possession of alcohol 
and were warned of trespass. 
Vandalism Incidents 
Two subjects were detained by WPI 
Police and turned over to WPD In an 
Incident where a windshield of a vehicle 
was smashed The incident occurred at 
10:30 P.M. on Friday. March 4. 
On Saturday. March 5, a WPI student 
reported that his vehicle parked on 
Germain Street had been vandalized 
after 2 00 AM that morning. 
A student residing In Alley Hall re-
ported at 1 50 A.M. on Sunday, March 13 
that several subjects were running 
through the hall discharging a fire 
extinguisher. Water from the extinguish-
er later entered a smoke detector and 
triggered the fire alarm 
Also on Sunday the 13th, a fraternity 
member reported that a vehicle had 
dnven on the lawn of the fraternity 
house at about 2:00 A.M. and damaged 
some hedges. The license plate and rear 
bumper of the vehicle fell off in the 
incident and were recovered by WPI 
Police WPD was contacted recard1ng 
the incident. 
A WPI student was observed by WPI 
Police walking on a vehicle parked in the 
quad at 11 : 16 P.M. on Monday, March 
28. The vehicle was damaged and the 
owner contacted. 
Once again it is time for UMOC, the Ugly Man on Campus 
Contest. We've had great response in the past and we're hoping 
this will continue. 
If you would like to enter someone in the contest. please fill out 
the form below. There is an entrance fee of $10.00. All proceeds will 
go to the charity of the winner's designation. Please return form & 
fee Lo Box# 1355 no later than Wednesday, April 13th. 
Sponsoring Organization ....................................... . 
Candidate's Name . ... . .. .. . ..... ..... . ......... . ... . .. .. . . ..... . 
candidate's Signature ......................................... .. . 
Candidate's Phone# ............ ................. .. .............. . 
-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::~:·:;:.:::·:·:::::::::.:::::::.:::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::.:·:·:·:::::.::::::::::::::::::;::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 
The GOAT'S HEAD PUB is 
now accepting applications for 
positions in A Term 83 and a 
111: ~e~~Fi~~t~~rli~E~e~~~~: 111: 
l~r 4: o o p . m . I n t e rv i e w s w i 11 be set ~~~~ 
l~l up during the week of April t 
m 1 ath. { ~\,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.;.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.m,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,,~.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.;.:.-.,.,.,.,.,.·.·.· ... -.,.,.,.,.,.,., ... , ... , ... ,., . .1 
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.. .Improving the Comp 
(continued from page 2) 
USA After four years experience (tonger 
for non-accredited graduates) comes the 
Professional exam, devoted to a specific 
field such as CE, ChE, EE or ME 
A syllabus for EIT and exam questions 
are produced by a wide spectrum of 
practicing engineers. professors, and tech-
nical societies. NCEE (The National 
Council of Engineering Examiners) re-
presenting State Boards collects and 
coordinates this matenal. updating the 
syllabus penodically. ETS (the Educa-
tional Testing Service of Princeton N.J.} 
handles the administrative paper work 
and actual exam production under stnct 
psychometric standards. State Boards 
administer the exam The whole process 
is expert and professional. 
Many students have already taken this 
exam. In Its present form (form has 
changed very little in the last few years) 1t 
provides morning and afternoon sessions 
of four hours each, open book. The 
morning session consists of 140 short 
questions, qua 1tat1ve and quantitative 
multiple choice, 1n lhc broad fields of 
Science. Mathematics and basic Engt-
neenng Tho thirteen elements of this 
part are Chemistry. Computer Program-
ming. Dynamics, Eng1neenng Econom-
ics. Electrical Circuits, Fluid Mechanics , 
Materials Science, Mathematics. Math-
ematical Modelling of Engineering Sys-
tems, Mechanics of Materials, Statics, 
Structure of Matter. Thermodynamics 
The afternoon four hours involve slight-
ly more complex questions in Engineer-
ing Economics. Electric Circuits, Mathe-
matics, and Engineering Mechanics. and 
in two fields chosen from the following 
five: Computer Programming, Electron-
ics and Electrical Machinery. Fluid Me-
chanics, Mechanics of Materials, and 
Thermodynamics/Heat Transfer. 
ADVANTAGES OF USING THE EIT 
These need hardly be enumerated 
1) students would see the usefulness 
of ABET Science and Engineering 
breadth requirements and be motivated 
accordingly Today advisor's suggestions 
are frequently seen as extra requirements 
irrelevant to graduation. Any such plan 
would. of course. have to be phased in to 
be fair to those already on campus. 
2) most engineering students would 
have a morale-raising base of technical 
knowledge {uncontestably established) 
early in their last two years.) 
3) the WPI curriculum - PLAN and all 
- would have a continuing and credible, 
even though partial, outside evaluation. 
4) WPI would provide to engineering 
students a leg-up on reg1strat1on But no 
one would be required to continue regis-
tration if he didn't wish to. Such an ad-
vantage could be significant in recruit-
ing and placement. 
5) the Competency examination (1t 
would seem most desirable to retain that 
title) would become a clearer, more pro-
ductive element of the PLAN learning 
process In place of doubt and worry 
about what would be encountered. the 
goal and requirements would be clear 
again Faculty and students would be 
on tile same side 
6) a great deal of faculty time and ef-
fort would be returned from the e.xam1n-
1ng process 10 the teaching and a1d1no-
learnmg process -
7) any question of graduation would 
become instantly fairer, more imperson-
al, and would be so perceived by all 
concerned . 
8) instead of a limiting further addition 
to course reQuirements, each student's 
means of acquiring the EIT skills would 
still be up to htm. Each student's respon-
sibility ror his or her own proqram con-
tinues a ma1or PLAN advantage. 
We would comment on perceived dis-
advantages as follows: 
Does the EIT take control of learning 
and curriculum from WPI faculty? It 
seems to us that it would allow the fa-
culty to take a greater rote in student 
development by rel ieving them of frus-
THE SPECTRUM FINE ARTS and 
CINEMA TECH FILM SERIES 
plann ing con1mi 11er w ill ·ban" th<.'ir fir\l HH'('li n g. 
tomm1ow. \ \'<.'clnc..,day .. \pril 6th al 1:00 P.~1. in the 
Soc ia I Comm i l t<.·c· 0 ll in'. Dan it·] s II a 11. . \ n' otH' in 1<·1-
c·stt·d tn planning :mcl chno:-iing 1lw 198~-8 ,l s('t ic-. {m 
citlH·t 01 buth :should atl<'IHL II \Oll < ~1111101 make llw 
11wt·1i11g plt•as<· lcaH :ou1 nan.H'. photH'. and bo'..: 
11u111l.H·1 i111IH' Dt·1111 ol S1t1dt'llh Olliu· 1'01 rn>tilic.:111011 
nl lu1u1<· llHTtings. 
Newspeak is 
Now Accepting 
Material For 
its Mayfest Issue. 
Please Send 
Contributions to 
Box 2472. 
...................................... 
trating detail where their participation 1s 
now of little benefit to students Many 
engineering educators now participate 
in the syllabus and exam preparation. 
An alumnus friend who stood high in 
his class of 15 years ago comments to us 
that some engineering applicants with 
PE licenses (registered) are actually In-
competent from his standpoint. We tho-
roughly agree that passing the EIT and 
Profassional registration exams does not 
in Itself guarantee competence. But it 
certainly does demonstrate a reasonable 
minimum accomplishment in basic tac-
tual knowledge and lechnical skills. 
According to data from a 1979 NCEE 
questionnaire, the EIT was used 1n vary-
ing ways in at least 22 engineering col-
leges including U of Alabama, Tuske-
gee, U of Alaska. Coast Guard Academy, 
Georgia Tech, U of New Mexico, Nor-
wich. Brown, U of Rhode Island. 
IN SUMMARY: 
WPI has had a great ten years with Its 
innovative breakthrough 1n engineering 
education. Can we go on to improve the 
PLAN and meet the problems now per-
ceived with the present system? 
The competency exam idea contrib-
utes s1gn1ftcan1 focus lo students and 
faculty attitudes and general efforts . It rs 
an innovative concept that should not be 
abandoned. Can we overcome its prob-
lems and make it more valuable? 
We urge consideration of a two-tier 
engmeenng competency system such 
as we have descnbed. starting in the Jun-
ior year, to strengthen the competency 
exam and allow its transformation to a 
more practical experience for both stu-
dent and faculty. It appears to us that Ell 
is made to order to be a part of the WPI 
system. 
• 
- Morton Fine ·37 
MEAC, Program Adm. 
- W.H. Roadstrum 
Prof. Ementus of 
Electrical Engineering 
AS OF "D" TERM 
r.ANCBl 
tllT KNllWIN6 
THE 
IUSICS IS YlllR 
GREATEST RISK. 
A lot or ix.·ople think 
canu:r 1s unbeatable. 
Thn '>lmpl} 1sn·11ruc. 
In rai.:t. o~cr IWll 1mll1on 
people have had C'Jnu:r 
and -.un1~'lxl to lead 
hnpp}: normal h\1:s. 
And not only can 
t.:anu:r be lxo;ttcn. it can 
.1li,.l bl.: prcwntt'Cl 
llk:rc an: Llc:hmtl· 
rrc<:a11t11x1' that h.1vc hci:n 
pn1vc11111 Ul'Cll".L'i<.' )'lUr 
n'k (ll gcttl 1l:I .. c:na111 
i; 111o::rs 
A-;I. him loi.::11 
t\nicr1<."lin ( 11ia.>r:-..K:1Ct) 
to ~nJ }\>II :i lrt'\' lhll.k1 
ahullt i;,1111.'\:1 rL~l\s 
I l.:.tm the lad,<1hl'lll 
CHl'k."Cr. 
.\ni.I 111<1kl· lll>l knn\\· 
1ng the n'ks. 1Mll' k"~ r~~ . 
tsw 
THE WPI OFFICE OF COUNSELING SERVICES 
IS r10VING TO 
157 WEST STREET 
C2No FROM CORNER OF INSTITUTE ROAD) 
TELEPHONE: 793-5540 
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WPI drops opener to Wesleyan 
by David P. Tormey 
Sports Editor 
The WPI baseball team started the '83 
season off With a 15-12 loss to Wesleyan 
College at home on Saturday afternoon 
Junior Bob Hess started on the mound 
for the Engineers and turned in a solid 5 
inning performance Tom Pires took the 
mound for the opposition and captured 
Wesleyan's third win of the season. 
The first five Innings of the game were 
intense as the lead changed hands three 
times. The Engineers scored the only 
run of the first Inning but a two run blast 
tn the top of the second put Wesleyan on 
top 2-1 WPI then came back as center 
fielder Chuck Hickey led off the third 
with a sharp single Hickey stole second 
and then scored on Jim Jackman's poke 
between third and short. In similar 
fashion desi nated hitter Ron Aanauro 
Al Carpenter 1lug1 out • homer. 
ripped a single to bring in Jackman and 
give WPI a one run lead Wesleyan tied it 
up In the fourth but co-captain Al 
Carpenter took care of that In the fifth by 
unleashing a solo shot that landed 
somewhere near the quad. At this point 
things were looking good for the Engi-
neers, but then came the sixth inning. 
To open the sixth, Hess gave up a walk 
and a double after which coach Charlie 
McNulty brought in reliever Dave Mc 
Carthy McCarthy, a transfer from Mass. 
Maritime. allowed three hits and a base 
on balls on top of which the WPI defense 
added four errors. By the time the third 
out was finally made, 8 Wesleyan run-
ners had crossed the plate to put Tech 
down by 7. The Engineers answered 
with 4 sixth-Inning runs of their own, but 
- Steve OIMerl. 
FEAST or 
FAMINE: 
An information session on Eating Disorders 
If you are interested in learning more about 
Anorexia Nervosa and / or 
Bulimia (binge/purge) 
Please join us on Thursday, APRIL 7 from 
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the GORDON LI-
BRARY SEMINAR ROOM for a presenta-
tion and discussion. 
OFFERED BY: 
Maggie Mulqueen. Office of Counseling 
Services 
Janet Begin Richardson, Office of Residential 
Life 
A LL Students, Faculty and Staff are \velcon1c. 
Wesleyan mustered enough offense in 
the hnal innings to maintain a three run 
lead to the end. 
Despite the loss. there were several 
bright spots in WPl's performance 
Catcher Al Carpenter produced both on 
offense and defense as he hit two 
homers and gunned down a pair of 
Wesleyan base runners. while shortstop 
Jim Jackman had two hits and made the 
tag on the other end of Carpenter's 
throws In the outfield. Chuck Hickey 
ruled all that was center field and had a 
pair of hits and freshman Dan Coakley 
went 2-for-4 and showed outstanding 
range in the field in his first college ball 
game. Also. veteran Pat Ruffo lead the 
team with three hits and taught everyone 
present how to play a ball off the hill in 
left-center 
A:. lu1 dll vu11uu~ v11 1111: rt:::.1 u1 tne 
season coach McNutty reels that "1f we 
get competent pitching, we'll be a 
winner " This is a realistic prediction 
since there are 6 returning lettermen in 
the field and plenty of newcomers to 
provide depth. The only uncertain thing 
at this point is the pitching staff. Bob 
Hess is the number one man (3-0 last 
year) with Jack Holzman, Todd Hagen-
burg, and McCarthy following. Holzman 
was operated on during the off season 
and a lot of the team's success may 
depend on how well he rebounds from It. 
Hopefully Jack will be as strong as he 
has been in the past so he can help the 
team improve last year's 9-8 record. The 
Engineer's next game is away against 
Lowell U but they return home this 
Friday at three o'clock. so head down 
before happy hour to help their i;ause. 
Men's tennis team looking 
forward to upcoming season 
by Chris Scholl 
and Dan Mott 
Coach Alan King is very confident 
about his 1983 men's tennis team It 1s an 
experienced group, as the whole tennis 
squad from last year's 4-5 season is 
returning this spring. The netmen are 
looking for their first winning season in 
11 years And by the looks of this year's 
team they should be able to do It 
Junior Dan Mott returns for his se-
cond season as WPl's top speed Dan 
was one of the bright spots on last year's 
team. as he was one of two singles 
players with over a 500 Individual 
record Junior Greg Durand returns for 
his third season as WPl's number two 
seed Greg is a former Freshman Sensa-
tlon Award winner. and is always a 
strong player Sophomore Carlo Gretter 
is the third seed He 1s probably the most 
improved player from last year's team. 
Juan Cabarcas 4th seed, Jeff Brandt 5th 
seed. and captain Dave Wilbur 6th seed, 
are all seniors and their experience will 
be a great asset during the season. 
Doubles players John Scacc1otti and 
Tom Costello also look to help the WPI 
effort. 
The tennis team has eleven matches 
this spring, with eight of them at home 
The home matches are played on the 
A.J Knight courts. across Park Ave. 
Come cheer them on What could be 
better than basking In the sun and 
watching some great tennis? 
The first 
CCS OPEN FORUM 
Topic 
for 
Discussion 
What should we do 
to satisfy ABET? 
TODAY Kinnicutt 4:00-5:30 
A chance for the students to discuss 
amongst themselves topics like: 
14 Unit Rule 
Comp Changes 
Course Distribution Requests 
And More! 
This may be your LAST CHANCE! 
Tucada~Aprll5,1983 NEWS PEAK 
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Women take two 
from Coast Guard 
by Joe Grimes 
Newspeak Staff 
The WPI Women's Softball team o-
pened their season with a bang as they 
defeated the Coast Guard Academy 12-
0 and 4-3 
In the first game. Kathy Taylor started 
things off with a single to left. Karen 
Brock also singled and Chris Clancey 
drove in the first WPI run. In the third 
Cathy Murray got things going with a 
triple to center and "T" Kwaitkowski 
drove her home on a fly to center WPI 
extended their lead to 4-0 as they got 
runs rn the 4th and 5th innings. In the 
sixth they put the game out of reach, 
with runs on 3 hils. WPI picked up where 
they left off in the seventh as they 
blasted 7 hits 1nclud1ng a homerun by 
Cathy Murray and scored four runs The 
team totalled 20 hits and scored 12 runs 
on their way to a 12-0 shutout. 
In the second game the lady engineers 
again took the early lead as Karen Brock 
doubled, Cathy Murray singled and 
Robin Hart singled to left driving home 
the run Coast Guard scored their first 
runs of the day in the second, driving 
home two on three hits. They added 
another in the third and held a 3-1 lead 
until the sixth inning. Mary Cordoza led 
off with a single to right. Liza Paul moved 
her to second with a sacrifice bunt and 
Cheryl Maceado sent her home with a 
single to right With the score 3-2 in the 
top of the seventh, the pressure was on 
as Coast Guard was just 3 outs away 
from victory. Chris Clancy and Cathy 
Murray started things ott with singles 
Robin Hart reached on a fielder's choice 
and Mary Cardoza tied the score with a 
single to center. Liza Paul then drove a 
hne shot to right, sending the winnrng 
run home and giving the Lady Engineers 
a big comeback victory. Come see WPI 
play Colby on Friday at 4·00. 
Wrestling hot as ever 
133 wrestlers signed up for the second 
annual wrestling tournament which was 
held In Alumni Gym on Friday, March 4 , 
and Monday, March 7 Winners are as 
follows 
Wt. Class Winner 
118 lbs Wong (ATO) 
126 Burgarella (ATO) 
134 Lawrence (SAE) 
142 Hanna (KAP) 
150 Michaud (ATO) 
158 Blais (SPEI 
167 Stowe (ATO) 
177 Brin (ATO) 
190 Evangelokos (SPE) 
Heavywt. Worth (SPE) 
Team standings are as follows· 
Team• Points 
ATO 63 
SPE 61 
KAP 34 
TC 22 
FIJI 21 
SAE 14 
LCA 0 
Congratulations to Cohn Lawrence of 
SAE who was awarded the outstanding 
wrestlers trophy 
Many thanks to all the wrestlers, 
members of the wrestling team, intra-
mural workers. coach Phil Greb1nar and 
intramural director, Mel Massucco for 
making another outstanding wrestling 
tournament 
Intramurals 
SPRING TRACK MEETING 
Date: Monday - April 18 
Time: 4: 15 p.m. 
Place: Conference Room - Alumni Gym 
Meet \V ill Be ll cld On 
Ma ' 2 and Ma ' 5 
ENGINEERING STUDENTS 
AIM HIGH 
11· you 're H senior or second sc mcstcr jun-
ior and lul\c a 2.5 GPA in ckctrical en-
gineering. you might 4ualily for the Ai1 
l·orce C'ollegc ~~nior l'nginccring P1 o-
gram CC~ l P). CSEP members are paid 
nearly $1.000 per month during their ~e­
nior year ! Your commitment is 4 year~ as 
a comm1ss1oncd officer on the Air Forc1: 
Aerospace f nginccring I cam ufter gra-
duation and completion or the three 
month Oflicer Training \chool. 11 ~ ou 
\\alll to be part of thl ILad111g edge of 
tcchnolog~ .. . CH FCK US OUT~ 
Call ·1 Sgt Chuck Wa~ man al 
(617) 793-0444 
Page 13 
) 
PSC is now hiring test Engineers 
to develop tests for Complex 
Digital Circuit and LSI devises. 
If you are: 
• An EE or CS with a strong background in 
digital hardware. 
• Capable of working in an environment where a tot is 
expected of you. 
• Capable of handling the responsibility of 
getting difficult jobs done. 
• Capable of managing your activities with 
minimal supervision. 
• Interested in an informal small company 
environment. 
Sign-u p at OGCP for April 13 
interview with 
Production Services Corporation 
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GET A JOB with a profeHlonal career 
search package from Profeaslonal Re· 
sume and Writing Service. Resumes, 
cover letters written and produced at 
reasonable rates. 407 Seven Hiiis Plaza, 
or phone 792-3255. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING on IBM Exe-
cutive Typewriter. Copying, blndlmi 
available. Call 792-3255. 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT - D 
stuck miles away from school. Ae. 
Showing apartments practically on 
campus, available June 1. Exclusive 
Tech occupied building. Call Mon.-Frl. 
6:00 P.M. • 7:30 P.M. 799-9833. 
TYPING - reasonable rates. Mrs. Ca-
hill, 755-8551. 
SURPLUSJEEP~CARSANDTRUCKS 
AVAILABLE. Many sell for under $200. 
Call 3i2-742-11 42. Ext. 5883 for lnfor· 
mallon on how to purchase. 
HAVE AN IDEA about the Plan 
changes? Let's talk about It! CCS Open 
orum oday, 4:00 Klnnlcutt. 
OST: MAN'S GOLD WATCH WITH 
NOAA - WHITTENAEUR EN-
AVED ON BACK: 
RUCE TRANTER 
12-25·68 
OM & DAD 
EASE TURN IN TO CAMPUS PO· 
CE OFFICE - SENTIMENTAL 
VALUE. 
74 TOYOTA PICKUP TRUCK PARTS 
1SRC ENGINE. TIRES, TRANS, CARB 
ANY ANO ALL PARTS CHEAP. WILL 
DELIVER - CALL NIC 869-2893. 
EILEEN - Have you started checking 
the labt?ls or Is It stlll two for the price of 
one? HAL 
STAR -WHERE'S PHILIP THE BISON? 
HE MUST HAVE HAD DRINKS BEFORE 
DINNER AND WINE WITH DINNER 
AND AFTER DINNER DRINKS. NEVER 
SAW A LITEWEIGHT GO DOWN SO 
FAST - MISS YOOP CAMSKO 
NEED PA SYSTEM? 
AGT SOUND has state of the art 
equipment for lhe best sound you'll find 
In Mass.! CHEAP RATES. Excellent for 
ROCK/DISCO shows (Includes D.J.) or 
aspiring BANDS who want the UTMOST 
In sound quality. Includes Crown RTA-2 
Real Time Spectrum Analyser. Jim A. 
792-9700 Box 1557. 
WANTED TO PURCHASE: automoblle 
In decent condition, capable of at least 
o ne summer's existence for long 
distance transport. Prefer VWBUG or 
other economy model. No Fords, please. 
Contact Joan at Box 419. 
ROOM AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER -
sublet from end of school (mid May) to 
beginning of school {mid August) - 2 
min. walk from campus (Dover St.), 
nearby busllnc and store, reasonable 
rent. Contact Box 419 If Interested. 
FOR SALE: Honda MB5 w/onty 85 mile!! 
and a Honda approved Bel Helmet 
w/Snell npproval . Good around town 
motorcycle. Must sell as set. Worth 
$1,000.00. Asking $700.00 or bost. Free 
Car Rack Included. Contact: Scott 
Schenker Box 2666 or 792-9908. 
FOR SALE: CAP. GOWN, AND WPI 
MASTERS HOOD. EXCELLENT 
CONDITION, REASONABLY PRICED. 
TEL WPI 5262 or 791·4449. 
GET SQUISHEDllllllll 
OHHH - I MISS SQUISHY 11111 
Apartments 
Available 
June 1·, 1983 
Studio 1, 2 and 
3 bedrooms. 
Rents start at $290 
and Up. 
All within walking 
distance to campus. 
Call 755-6789 
754-7818 
A.A. Zamarro 
21 Institute Road 
Worcester 
,-~~~P:~=~:~::::~=~~:::::::-:::.~and l 
I staff. Free classifieds are limited to 6 lines Those over 6 lines must be paid I 
I for at the off-campus rate of 35 cents/line. Deadline is Friday noon for the I 
following Tuesday issue Mail to WP/ Newspeak, Box 2472, or bnng to WPI 
Newspeak, Room 01 , basement, Sanford Riley Hall. Forms must be filled out I 
with name. address. and phone number tor ad to be printed No last names I 
or last name initials wil! be printed in personal ads. I 
NAME 
ADDRESS----------- TOTAL ENCLOSED __ _ 
AD TO READ AS FOLLOWS· 
Allow only 30 characters per line 
---------------------------------------------------- 1 ----------------------------------------------~-2 
- 3 
----------------------------------------------------• 
-------------------------------------------------5 
ampus earing boa d 
nominations 
The student body is responsible for 
electing three students and one faculty 
member to the Campus Hearing Board. 
Any fulltime undergraduate student at 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute who is 
not a member of another branch of the 
campus jUdlcial system is qualified for 
nomination. A petition is rnm1i rA<f for 
nomination. Petitions may be acquired 
in the Dean of Students Office starting 
April 15. 1983. A total of 50 signatures are 
needed to complete the petition. Peti-
tions must be returned to the Dean of 
Students Office by 4 00 pm on April 15 
1983. The elections will take place on 
April 21, 1983. 
SNAP POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE FOR 
1983 - 84 
1-8 STUDENT STAFF POSITIONS AVAILABLE . 
SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS, SENIORS ELIGIBLE. 
3.50/ HR. WORK UP TO 12 HRS. PER WEEK. 
APPLICATIONS & ADDITIONAL INFO. ARE 
AVAILABLE IN RESIDENTIAL LIFE. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE 
5:00 P.M. APRIL 22 
1 
Tue1day, April 5, 1983 
SUMMER 
SESSION I 
\\·\'t l• ll''' q 
\II l C•\ll~l.., lfl' tour '-l'nn.•,ll'r hour~ 
\\ONLJA'I' \\llJMSDAY 
b \l).Q JO pm 
8usint"S> l.aw 
ll Hl.'(l'\ \t<J<i•l"" 1h<• h!ICJI lu'1' nf l)u,. 
'""' I •\ "''•'""' J 0 
Principles of Accountm1 
!IA 111 •• ~ lniro<lu< lll'IO Ill I011C.l.1~ Cll 
1rC11t11lim~ <.tor.llcl I\ 1•huk. ( P.\. / 
lntrod11<hon to Pason.ii CompjMn 
Ii~ 153'> °"''grwcl 1n oln 1nJ~lmt 
''" '' 11 •tnt;1t R1t hard '"-"' , f'h o 
lnlroduclion to St.:atktia 
11~-2 WS Ou;•nng ,, C()fl(l'PllJ u 
'tandmi: '""' apphl ••h•ll'I 01 "'' 
"'-" 1n l:lll~111;i Ph ll 
Biodwmistty 
llttJL·.!70.iS P•t.'fL'CIUl>ltl' 0'1lolll~I -m-
"l" I.lbs 111 bi! <1tr 111.:•'ll L •h '"' iS 
fohn l Onr1J.. Ph () ()11ndld i.... . l'h.D 
Beginning Con\'el'Siltion.ll Chintw 
llil,-011\ lmphJ•1s un ll\1<0rini: compn~ 
ht"'s"m and <><di 1lu<•n<;\ 
f,.n~ < lwn Ph D 
Economics: I- .:and P~ 
Wrilin& fOf ~ines 
l1'C~l.!1'1 1ll111!> 5111d1.'lll\ lk"•'k•r1 ari1><l> 
pr1o1t•• ~I\ 1 .... for pt.l'o>thll' puhli<.it1on 
O..ir ,.,, Rlimlt.'fm.111 Ph n 
Southern Wril'1J 
11 T 1 •l'I I '4!motlt"> the Xiuth l1' mirrntt'l1 
1hrou11h \\Titers 1rom \\1lh,11n l.iulkncr 
thmugh \111•• \\;Jl~1·r \\Jr. I CL11k 'I -\ 
A.m~ic.a's Ord1n.ary l..J.ndsc.ape 
Cl 0C: 1 J~S [wlo""' the 1~1"< '~'II' ilOO 
h'l-hn1t1U<~ or lo1nJ;ci1fll mi. -rprer,1tton 
\.l<>nlll'l(! I lord;m A H 0 
S.*t-Amenc.:an Rrl.:at!OnS 
(',QVl·ll'l~ [,.imtnt.>s tht h1w1ric.il p.u. 
tern OJ ri•L111on' ht "'"'II tilt! ~)\il'I L n1<1n 
and ,\mt..,1ca and •cocla a ''M' m.111c ond<'I'· 
~tanthni: 01 holh StJ<lfrt" ''' ""'''~" J>ol1" 
N'tlt C lr.u litt• Ph t> 
L.a1- .ind M.tn.t~rMfll in A~.a 
HI~ I 118'> Trat c tht• t••t1lu1100 of !abut 
manJ~, .. nt nt tt'lat ln"-
fr ,inl Com 111" Ph I> 
c:.tltulUli I 
:>.V.I H 1lOS lr1imdu. t nn to dtlll 1t'll!bil 
and mtr'll'·'' c.a! ulu\ of 011t ,,,, 1hft• 
lo'1n II:· 11n "' l'h lJ 
Busi-Eihiu 
PHii 1 U'I ltM">ltln~ r 
D.u11d Sl~1n1n PhD 
SUMMER 
SESSION II 
II 'l J.7 \ ,L '> .'> 
NEWSPEAK 
GI< \l)L \ti COl R-.rs 
,,, 
&m~mtus U- Sl!m1n.11 
1.'f'f l.>O. H> C .161 T11t.-s Thur ~ O 
p 111 (~H) O\'l'f\'tlid f'tl () 
M.A L.A. Eltoct"~ 
ibl .lO'J\ c;._.., dt~l 1111 "~ 
You can goto 
summer school 
almost anywhere, 
but (check one) 
D'mu <an go to Clark at night and AO to work during tlw dt1\ 
OYou tan go to Clark at night and \\Ork on vour tan during th<' d;iy 
OYou can go to Clark al night and work in '\UUr garden (grm,ing oPano;) 
during the day 
Page 15 
DYou can go to Clar!.. at night an<.l \\Ork at JU!>l .1bout .invthm~ ~ou \\,ml durmg 
the da\- .. 
Clark University. 
To register via VISA r tvla~t~.fC.1r<I or tur ddchtional inform.itio11, ~impl\ 1 all 
Clark in Worce-;t > at 79 {-7 l.11 Phon£>, mail, and \\4111.; m rPgi'ltration .11 
950 Main Str. t Jono\ Clar~ H.ill Room 111, \Vf)rteste<. .Tv\,,\ Ol[l 10 '' gornl( on 
now. L<l'>t d,.Y to Yf'gl)h•r \\ll!Kllll a l,tt~· fc<! IS Mt.I)- Uth. ror lUr (CJl)\'f'flll'll<..l'. 
the 'unWTler S<.hool of11t.1• 1 open Imm 8 ~01am-7 pm Monc1.1~l huNl<1\ .mrl 
trom 8·30 am-4·)9 pm h1da~ fo 
r..gi~lPr !Jo.• mil ti />ft•.1-;i:• till out, dr • 
tach a11<.f sendfa" c.nupon rc-g1:.11.l 
t1on J1oog w1~ ~our l n '<lit 1 .ml 
111frx-n1Jt100 11 \\1th your i..h<'< k 
mildc ,1hlt.• to Cl.-uk l lll\'\:1 ll\ 
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Tuesday, April 5 wltAT's hAppENiNG 
WEEKDAY MASS, Religious Center, 10.00 p,m. 
LOTTERY deposits due and contracts signed. Dean of Students 
Office window 1 :00-5:00 p .m. 
GOLF vs. Bentley/ Providence, 1:00 p.m . 
CCS MEETING, Kinnicut Hall , 4:00 p.m. 
COLLOQUIUM SERIES, "The Future of the Automobile in America'', 
HL 109, 4 30 pm. 
SAB MEETING. Higgins 109, 7 00 p.m 
CINEMATECH FILM SERIES, "My Dinner with Andre", Alden Hall , 7:30 
p.m .. (Free) 
Wednesday, April 6 
TENNIS vs Holy Cross. 3:00 p.m. 
LACROSSE vs. Bridgewater State. 3:30 p.m. 
OGCP MEETING for Seniors, Kinnicut Hall, 4:30 p.m. 
IMPORTED BEER NITE, Pub, 8:30 p.m. 
Thursday, April 7 
COFFEEHOUSE, "Poor Howard", Lower Wedge, 9:00 p.m. 
Friday, April 8 
BASEBALL VS. Bates, 3 00 p.m. 
SOFTBALL vs Colby College. 4:00 p.m. 
DANCE DAZE. Alumn i Gym, 8:00-11 :00 p.m. ($2.00) 
Saturday, April 9 
ATO EATING FOR EPILEPSY, Pub, 9:30 pm. 
TRACK vs. Wesleyan/ Eastern Conn .. 1 :00 p m. 
TENNIS VS. Babson. 2:00 0 m. 
LACROSS vs. Mass. Maritime, 2.00 p.m. 
WCUW-FM/ HUMANITIES DEPT. JAZZ SERIES, " Anthony Davis, James 
Newton, and Abdul Wadud", Alden Hall , 8:00 p m 
PUB ENTERTAINMENT, "THE CATCH", 8:30 p.m. (50¢) 
Sunday, April 1 O 
SUNDAY MASS, Alden Hall, 11 :00 a.m. 
THE REEL THING, "Night Shift", Alden Hall, 6:30 and 9:30 p m. ($1.00) 
Monday, April 11 
SOFTBALL vs. Clark, 4:00 p m. 
The Most Sophisticated Training Ground 
For Nuclear En1ineerin1 
• 
Isn't On The Ground. 
It's on a Navy ship. 
The Navy has 
more than 1, 900 
reactor-years of nuclear 
power experience-
more than anyone else 
in America. The Navy 
has the most sophisti· 
cated nuclear equip· 
ment in the world. And 
the Navy operates over half of the nuclear 
reactors in America. 
With a nuclear program like that, you 
know the Navy also offers the most compre-
hensive and sophisticat.ed nuclear training. 
Every officer in the Nuclear Navy 
completes a full year of graduate level 
technical training. Outside the Navy, this 
kind of program would cost you thousands. 
In the Navy, you're paid while you learn. 
Then, as a nuclear-trained officer, you 
supervise highly trained personnel in the 
get them fast. Because 
in the Navy, as your 
knowledge grows, so do 
your responsibilities. 
'Ibday's Nuclear 
Navy is one of the most 
challenging and reward· 
ing career choices a 
man can make. And 
that choice can pay off 
while you're still in school. Qualified 
juniors and seniors earn approximately 
$1,000 per month while they finish school. 
As a nuclear-trained officer, after 4 
years with regular promotions and pay 
increases, you can be earning as much as 
$40,500. That's on top of a full benefits pack· 
age that includes medical and dental care, 
and 30 days' vacation earned each year. 
As a nuclear-trained officer, you also 
earn a place among this nation's most 
qualified and respected professionals. So, 
operation of the most 
advanced nuclear 
propulsion plan ts 
r-----------, 
NAVY orpon·1 U!'In w 20• I 
if you 're majoring in 
math, engineering or 
the physical sciences. 
send in the coupon. 
Find out more about 
the most sophisti-
cated t raining ground 
for nuclear engineer-
ing. Tuday's Nuclear 
Navy. 
ever developed. You 
get a level of technical 
and management 
experience unequalled 
anywhere else. 
You get important 
responsibili ties and you 
I INFOHM \'i ro:--: c1-::-:n:n 
I 
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Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast. 
